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1. Name of Kirkyard: Rectangular Walled Cemetery, Badenscallie  
     (From HER) 

 
2. National Grid Reference:   NC 0369 0613  
 
 
3. Civil Parish:  Lochbroom  
 
 
4. Description: Rural, coastal burial ground containing two very similar stone burial 
enclosures, with newer extension to west.   
All graves, ( in old and new parts), face east.  In the older section most 
gravestones are uprights, some are flat and underfoot, and there are a couple of 
mid-19th century table tops.  Most stones are from the late 19th/early 20th century 
with a few from the early 19th century.   The ground is uneven, rises slightly in the 
middle and is sandy.   
In the newer extension all stones are upright and late 20th century. 
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5. Setting:  Rural, on the west coast of Scotland, situated on the shore at small 
village of Badenscallie.  To the north of the site runs the road through Badenscallie 
and Achiltibuie.  The burial ground is at the end of a small track leading down a 
small river valley to the sea. 
 
 
 
 
6. Designations and Significance:  The graveyard has only two structures, similar 
stone burial enclosures.  One of the burial enclosures is said to be a former 
chapel, although this is hard to prove.  The site does not appear to be very old. 
 
  
  
 
 
 Scheduled Ancient Monument                                  Listed Building      

 
 

7. Elements: 
 
Boundary Walls: Rubble dry stone walls around the older part.  Wooden posts with 
a metal fence around the more modern extension.  Wooden posts with a wire 
fence have also been placed around the stone wall of the older part.                          
 
Railings, Gates and Gateways:  There is a plain rusted iron gate in the west wall of 
the older part.  Two thin iron gatepiers with ball finials. 
The newer part has a modern metal gate.                                    
 
Burial Enclosures:  There are two square stone burial enclosures in the older burial 
ground, which apart from gravestones, are the main features of the site.  Both 
burial enclosures have the same construction.  Dry stone walls with remnants of 
harling inside and out.  Pieces of stone are piled up outside the burial enclosures 
and on top of the flat stone coping slabs on top of the walls.  Both enclosures have 
doorways in the east walls, with no gates, but evidence of iron fixings and two 
protruding bits of stone in doorway. 
The furthest north burial enclosure contains a flat and an upright slab.  The upright 
stone is broken and both are unreadable.  This is the larger of the two enclosures. 
The furthest south burial enclosure has a small square recess in the interior of the 
west wall. A partly broken table top stone to Daniel Mackenzie d.1781, may have 
been moved here as the footings it rests on are not original.  There is also an 
upright stone to Duncan Mathieson, d.1890 and sister, d.1897. 
The HER reports rumours of a chapel on this site, possibly the northernmost 
enclosure, but there is no direct evidence for this. 
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8. Ownership of Kirkyard: 
 
 
Highland Council                             Private                                  Other         
 
 
 
9. Risk:  The graveyard is still in use and is maintained.  There is evidence of small 
animal burrowing on site.  It is unclear where the stones which are piled up beside 
the burial enclosures come from, and why there are stones on top of the 
structures.  These may have been moved by people carrying out maintenance.  
Stones should not be tidied up without knowledge or record of what they are or 
where they came from. 
                                                                                      
 
                                                                                                   On BAR?     
 
10. Ancillary Issues: 
ACCESS:  The site is remote and down a single track road. There is a car park 
adjacent to the site.  There are no paths in the older graveyard.  The grass is kept 
short but the ground is slightly uneven. 
 
INTERPRETATION: There is no interpretation on site. 
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